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REAL, REGULATED AND RELATIVE,POVERTY'IN THE U.S. - MEXICO BORDERLANDS*

-f
This essay will explore the extent to Which povert*exists among the resi-

dents of the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands. The sequence to he followed in this

analysis will be an initial clarification Of some c ceptual perspectives sur-

rounding the problem followed by a survey f mitre t economic conditions and

growth potential for the Borderlands region. Following a briefoverview of

the salient factors associated with Borderlands poverty and those most closely

associated with the economic activity of the region1 the three dimensions .of

Poverty in the Borderlands Will be outlined. These are: real (or abiolute)

poverty, based upon arbitrary economic criteria; regulated poverty, the dif-

fer:ential rates of poverty existing atliong the dominant and minority segments

of the Borderlands population; and relative poverty which results from the use

of varied, nom-economic criteria for determining the'degree of economic wellbeing.

Conceptual Considerations in Approaching Borderlands...Poverty

A clear analysis of poverty as it is experienced in.the Borderlands is p4sible

only if the theoreticaI and conceptual ambiguities relating to this inquiry are

first dealt with: In this essay three main considerations will.be discussed.

The pxoblem of delineating "the Borderlands" and "the border" as well as its
- .

7 nature and normal function with regard to international activity, the diverse

perspectives which; approach BOrderlands poverty as a total economic system or

the population which suffers from the malady,of low income, and the various

dimensions of thejetit "povetty" will be intrestigated.

Although extensive discussions delineating anseparating the terms. "border"

and "Borderlands " are available elsewhere
1 these Will be definedtO suit.our.

present `analytical needs. The Borderlands.will include the two national land

areas of the,Mexican Borderland, and the American Bordetland, oonsistindrespec-
2

tively of the tier of six,exican and four American states whose boundaries

coincikL4th the international border. A more restrictive term, the border,

will apply only to the arbitrary polidcalpinternational boundAry line and that

thin line of coullty jurisdictions°or urban municipios lying in juxtaposition to

it. Due to the unique status of the major urban centers'in the border area,

including the twin border citiips7-these will be dealt with and analyzed se0h-

rately in addition to being included as part of the border region.

tit
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Economists and economic analysts do not agree on the function of the inten-

national border nor what model should be applied'in pursuing ith effective

economicdev4lopment. One group (by far the greatest numher) adopts the classical

'approach in, which the greatest economicbynefit accrjles t'o all segments of the

economic system when the exchange of good:. and set ices are maximized' through

unrestricted free trade. .
In the case of the U.S. Mexico, Borderlands, this

might be called the "symbiotic approach" 0.rice, 1968; Aillman, 1969; Baerreson,

,1973; Berni, 1973; Taylor, 1975). This- at,proach perceives of the international

boundary as an artificial political barriei rhich restricts the natural (flow of

peoples, goods and services across it. Therefore, legislative action is desirable

which removes natural or imposed obstacleA to the uninhibited movement of these

commodities between the lexicon and American Borderlands. Yh connection with
o

the free interchange of personnel and resources,- the riyesence of a huge reser-

voir of untra4ned, inexpensive labor (both. Mexican and American) accessible to

border industrial enterprises attracts those ind Cries which seek thi6 relative

adVantage of Cheap labor, These build up the employmeat roles within, the region,

spaWning_many secondary businesses and. ll.payrO to 5ervice them, 'but they .are

"runaway" industries which flee from one re4fon tO another ahati of rising wag

levels and labor costs. They do not build up the economic baseyof the region,' as

would more basic industries. To facilitatq the "symbiotic approach", a imper-
,

step is the creation of "a "free trade zone" along Coth sides of the.

two /court-,

Slich a

touris

tant initial

border which

tries with a

zone enables

guarantees a maxiMumof economic intercourse between the

minimum of tariff restrictions and' import-export duties.

the development of "twin,plant" operations
3
and extensive

activities with a minimum of friction and complicated regulations. With tali

ipa mind, the Mexicali government inaugurated the National Border. Progr m on( AF

and further provided a positive lure for tourism_by:gesoline Sihce
A

the symbiotic 'aPproach maximizes its economic potential with increased i`.ra e

(z,

flow, the acceleration pf liquid assets (money) acts as a "multiplier el-f 0 to
c-

generate a more adequate mnney supply which 'tends to increase expenditure and

`credit and some investment capital.. When a national:balance /of payment cllefici.t

occurs because of the relative advantage of one of the count-tics over the other,

4

this tends to activate governmental machinery- for impeding

unrestricted trade period is terminateL

higher per capita incomel,,this

with little regard for its selective or

residents.

:he josses aril the

When an accelerated economy sows a

is considered a positive gain.for the syStem

univPrsal dist,rit,ution among horder
,

F.
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In marked contrast to the symbiotic approach is t'he smaller but vociferous

group of economic advocates supporting\the "nationalistic approach" to Border-.

lands economics. Their view of the national boundary is one'of an'impermeable

membrane through which restricted levels of economic activity might occur until,

after careful monitoring reyeals that a given international ex2hangc,is economic-
.

ally disgdventageou; to this country or its citizens, the international'threat to

the internal economic, system is effectively neutralized. An open border which

results in a lowering of the qualitysof Xife in the American Borderlands is

anathema to the 'nationalists" irrespective of any other economic good WhiCi-

thig condition might yeil to the overall economic system itself. They fear. that

in a case where two un qual economic systems allow the unrestrained flow of
.

market conditions involving supply and demand of-labor and products, it tends' to

reduce the inequality between the income leVels in the tWosystems at the .expense

.6f the higher.iricome n4tioni in this case the United States. Moreover, they paint

out that unrestrained competition between labor groups in unequal incbrne countxieS

might yei/d busines,s profits to the high income nation, but. at the exp Ise of the

poor and unskilled workers of tent same nation. %

An overall per capita income increase, within the American Borderland is.no

guarantee,for-less poverty among its minority peoples-- Amerindian, MeXican Ameri-

.

cans, Blacks-- who historically have not benefited perceptibly froM such econ-

omic devlopments. Further, tfie nationalistic group paidtsout that border residents

are forced to subSidize cheap foreign labor since local taxes must provide the

,social and medical serviees to the impoverished non-citizens in their midst.

Even the transient tourist places an increased burden on local public services

and facilities and is often attracted from governmental (tax-supported) efforts.

at advertizement and promotion. They point out the hypocracy of industtial

organizations and Corporate structures-who publicly support'legislation to curtail

public useuse of facilities and services by aliens (and'thus lower the tax rate) .

while at the same time covertly using alien workers or the threat of employing

aliens to create a submissive and loyal labor force. Hence,-the "nationalistic

approach" ismore people-oriented rather thari economic-system oriented(AFL-CI

1970; Briggs, 1974,1975; POrtes, 1974a),

Regardless .of which of these approaches. is Used to reduce Borderlands

.% 11

poverty, poverty itself must be more carefully defined and some of its dimen-
.

. slops made explicit. The arbitrary economic leVel of under $3,000 annual

income made a facile indicator for launching the Great Society programs a

decade ago. However, many poverty experts caution that even though a low,

monetary income is the criterion-for recognizing poverty peoples, the simple:

-3 -'
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/
, for them

lack of money is not the underlying cause of poverty. Rather,/it stems from

=background training,,,,a product of cultul'al determinism-- "a Cultural incapacity

to make use of income" (Banfielcli, 1970:126; also Kluckhohn and'Strodtbeek, 1961;

MaclseQ.,' 1964; Meller,
1966; Rubel, 1966 etc.) Although the lack of,overwhelm-

jug visible successes dx m the War on Poverty programs May have given some cre-

-

klk

dance to the culturalpterminist position, it is more likely that the ineffec-

- tiveness was a product, of middle'class functionaries overseeing overstocked

bureaucratic organizations
which we're to penetrate lower class areas. While

assuming that the pouring of'huge.expenditures
into .a poverty areawould naturally

:filter down and be diStributed equitably among the more needy familiFs, .trey

ultimately made the target culturts their scapegoat- -for poYerty program failure.

To focus on the causal factors of poverty, two polar orientations provide

their-respective framkworks. On the one hand, poverty is..axplained as the
o

inevitable result of an exploitive economic and sacial system which is,insti-7

tutionalized for the protection and perpetuation of a select group in power at

the expense of poverty peoples, chiefly racial/ethnic minorities. Thus, poverty

.

and its solution is seen in terms of.bringpg about wholesale changes in the

larger social system. On tAe other hand, poverty is explained as a fUnction of

4 °

the very people who livein its bondage--

- prevent financial success, basic character

motivation levelS, a situation conditioned

or as a group, a'disadvantagea or racially

such as 'moral imperfections ,which

weaknesses associated with low

'by Fate or a result of God's Will,
.;,

inferior people fulfiling their medio'cr

destiny. AlthOugh liberals generally support the former 'osition and conser-

vative elemenpsthe latter, most scholars mix'some elements of both orientations.

Castro (1972) dipcusses four ideological'approachts to Chicano poverty which not

yea only reflect these'two otientatioris,

The causes and cures/for poverty
; -

considerably, dependl7ing upon their

class memberS, ridiculed as cultural

but also in

advanced b)

present.so5

"sell- outs'

Jude dominant and minority reacti
qg

minority group members varies.

io-economic position. Middle

. or assimilationises by their

lower class cohorts, see the adaptation pf educational and compensatory train-

ing combined with legal restrictiags against minority diScrimination in the

labor market as the cures for perpetual poverty am9ng minorities. bower-

class minority enclaye residents, confusing
ethnic/racial values with those'of

a' given social class, assitme that all white members of society are wealthy and

only minorities constitute the poverty group.
While they accept as their own

leaders persons of similar socto-economic standing within their ethnic/racial .

group, their rhetoric to explain poverty and its causes is often borrowed from

althouAh
8

conflict thebry and/mostly unintelligible
to them, i)rovides a source of auto-

.

nomy and pride.
.r(
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As perceived by the romantic humanists, minoritypeoples living in poverty

are quaint, exotic but simple cultures which ought to be preserved within the

context. of. '!cultural pluralism". Hoever, the economic responsibility for their

existence is%.shifted from the group itself to permanent public subsidies,

'thus placing this small laboratory of cdAtural diversity in, an eternal state of

ndn-chauge lir& with economic and cultural dependency. Se3dom is the need for

A. q

developing minority self-suffikciency stressed as a possible option within the

cultural. pluralism approaqh.

The brood differences between -the simple $3,000 annual family income criterion

and the complex soci6q. and cultural criteria related to poverty life styles

.signal the need for treating poverty as a multifaceted, complex phenomenon

rather than assuming it to be-a unidimensional level on a family-income scale.

Tor this reason the poverty concept has been further reduced to three separate

dimensions'for greater precision in our Borderlands analysis: The first of

these is called real (absolute) poverty, a condition reflected by fo -

come levels (initially set at $3,000 or less annual family income). Th second

is called regulated poverty and deals with the maldistr?.bution of-poverLy among

select ethnic groups which cannot be _explained 1) otjective factors associated

with low income potential. The third dimension of poverty is concerned with the

changing seff-perceptions of ones own'wellbeing, varying adarding to what

standards or neference group, is used as a basis for comparison and is called

relative poverty. Following a background discussion of the broad economic

Conditions and potential for industrial development in the'Borderlands, these

three poverty dimensions will furnish the conceptual categories for a more

detailed analysis of poverty in this region.

Economic Conditions and Potential Affecting Borderlands, Development

B'ecause of the special conditions facing the Borderlands economy in its

development, this descriptive b'ackground will Summarize four major aspects of

the problem. These are a) the region'd geograp.hical-spatial features as a

contributor to'economic growth; b) the potential of extending the region's

economid base througRWEWEndustry; c) special political-economic conse-

quences resulting from the presence of the international boundary; and d)

a demographic description of border peoples in light of possible poverty-

perpetuat;ing factors.

The region encoMpassing the four U.S.border states and their six Mexican --

counterparts is characterized generally as a semi-arid zone, sparsely populated

and sprinkled throughout with a limited number of urbancentersisolated from

one another by vast expanseApf open land. This combination- favors a low

-5-
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intensity land use pattern of ranchingorlarming :along the Rio GrAnde sector.

Mbre'than one'-half of all manufacturing units are contained within one county"

San Diego- and although vain, le mineral resources are present within the re-

gion,
therse<4re-n,atre-adifY7Convertible to a steel-based heavy industrial

i(

complex characteristic of the Northeast and Midwest regions of America or the

. ,

'Altos Rornos complex;. in Mexico. The vast amount of space` between Settlements

in the region lead5to increased social opts for services (Kraenzel, 1968)

such as iyedical and social services, elementary and secondary.education, and

governmental gdmi4tration and-regulatory agencies. 12 related to potential'

economic expansion, it lacks" the highly populated markets neat' which could

absorb the products of increased Borderlands industry. Only light industry

which seeWs.the relative advantage of a large, unskilled and therefore

inexpensive labor force, such as the needleworking industries, can survive

in sucha-milieu without subsidizati6n of Some form..

During the mid-1960's', a joint Commission on Developm6nt and friendship

(CODAF)

ment of

was formed NetweenMexicO
and 'the United States to foster the develop-

the Borderlands reron.:
Acvolu* of' material was assembled assessing

the industrial and employmen

was that the region is far b

industrial development and t

.1968). The 'attraction of in

and the like, all of which u

and highly trained persoaAel

located in outhwest urbag-c

realistic sense, the general

physical proximity to'relate

teatjal of the region; and its summary 9cnclUgion

hid most other areas of the United States in

idt prospects for ch'ange were extremely poor (E.D.A,

watries producing products of style, design, ,research

.e a refatively highratio of sophisticated talent

are ideally suited for the region, some being

enters- -'San Diego, Phoenix and Tucson. But jaa

unavailability of.such
expertise, the lack of

industries needing their products and services,

and physical and cultu al isolation felt by corporate and specialty,personnel-

in all but the major border /communities makes this, type of development more

of a hope than a serious optipa. The'unique chah.cter of the border region

makes-it highly suited tourism, but because tourism hathas a nore or less

fixed/dempd curve, prOspective tourist business must be lured away from their

present tourist meccas to the various border
locations-- a highly competi -

tive enterprise dealing with a most capricious clientele.

Within the American Borderland there is little investment capital. The

low wage rates produce limited saytfts reserves and economic develpPment is

-lariely go the whims of investors from outside the region. Unfortunately,

its relative
economic-advant age i5 its large numbers of untkilled workers mtliCh'

draws to the regloit those types of industries with.the lowest wage rates in

-6-
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the nation. This further depresses regional economic growth.A

Any economic or klitical agreements-which seek to coordinbite the r4ource$
tw

on each side of the international boundary require the P tion okitte fedetal
/-

government of both nations. Bi-national -cooperatioh46in together reptesehta-

tives from Washington, D.C, and Mexico, D.F. to consider formal regulations

affecting international activity-- 16-19luding those strictly of local interest.

The federal decIsion-maki4 machinery considers border regulations strictly an

a form ofmaintaining territorial integrity and national pride. Boad policies

with administratiVe structures and, regulations to match fla to consider the

wide variationsalong the nearly 000 mile border. Ten distinct sub-regions

with common local resources and traditidnal economic and social ties were found
,

to exist along the full border area by the CODAF-sponsoredresearch team'

(E.D.A., 1968:.9). To correlate these With an unyeilding setJof fedei41 policies

and regulations requiies that local border develOpment must fight not only

their relative resource disadvanLgestof the,physical..charac.teristics of their.

.region but also the international agreements which often stifle loCal,,border

initiative. Recent efforts to unite border 'Slates into a compact or-lobby

group to adapt federal-level policies and planning to the unique Borderlands

conditions.' has been advocated bX Texas state representative Finney (1975) but
e

whether it is politically feasible remains to be seen. Until such time as

this imput becomes operative, the border twin cities5 who are well aware that

their own economic futurss are inextricably Sgmeshed with that%of'their sister

communities, must carefully curcumvent the national legislative obstacles of

their respective governments through inforMal diplomacy and cooperation.

To most citizens in -the Borderlands, employment and jobs are different

names for the same thing. But for this essay it is necessary to differentiate

between them. Employment is an economists term for work which resuZtsina
saleableprpduct or service which will pay for its own cost of,production and

result in additional wealth or profit. A job, on the other.hand, is a political

term which implies a work position which distributes -money `(usually from tax

revenues) throughout the population. Expanding the number of jobs it the. border,

region allows many families to live and pay their bills but-doe'S nothing to

create a broader economic base oAring in outside wealth from products produced..
y

Since. the nature of the international border is an artificial-obstacle to free..

interchange.of people and products, many'jobs are .created to'regulate and control
d

the border, flow so that these energies are- siphonedpff from the pgivate:sector

- for the production of goods and services. Thus, the border regiog has aplethora- .

of dobO-With a corresponding paucity'of'productive emplo As°Cable,1
. .

-7-



clearly showS,-the border economy is heavily dependent on public expenditures

to sustain its vitality and to :furnish:thetreatest proportion of its,60noMic

growth. 'Federal eXPanditnrea in border counties averaged $1,033 per c4-Pite in

1967 as compared with. $453 per capita ehrolighout the rest of the United States
.

(E.D.A., 1968:208, table 45). This is:e somewhat dangerous situation consid-

ering the capricious nature of our national psklitical structure which might

pump 1.gesuns of public monies into a "giVen region and then abruptly.curtail-

their spendinvaltogether. Thes,:stochastic fluctuations leave secondary and

even tertiary businesses which have serviced and supported the federal programs

in a tate of economic collapse and the. entire local economy in chaos:.

[Table 1 about here].

In the six major American border SMSA's whiCh appear in'Table 1, military ex-

- penditures were oneof the major growth factors prior to 1960. Since that time,

an accelFation of government spending, increasingly, from state and local expen-
.

ditures. has maintainedtheborder economy. Inasmuch as the border area by

itself does not attract heavy industry and is limited in employment capabili-
.

ties, astrictly economic solution for t emaciated border economy is either

improbable or impossible'. Yet, the.trend toward Creating more jobs which

must be assumed by the already tax-burdened border dommunities, is self-defeating

as a long range solution to poverty incomes, treating the ,Symptom instead of

the disease.

Agriculture has agqitionally been a low wage industry except for the

corporate a$ri-business enterprises spawned since WorldWar II. It is.well suited

to. this semi-arid region with its large labor pools of unskilled, unemployed

workers. Joining them in the border are the traditionally low wage needlework

industries (i.e. clothing manufacturing, shoes, gloves etc) which create some

employment opportunities but do not raise wages,muchabove the poverty level.

Moreover, since the latter organizations employ an extremely large proportion'

of female labor, the sex wage disparity becomes even more pronounced.- With

the border. economy resting upon these low wage industries and little hope of

large.amoUqg of external investment capital,-fq build up the economic base of,

theregion, the horder will continue to be a system of dividing, up and shag ng

a

scarcity =- a perpetual,system feeding upon itself to survive..

.00 A. full demographic-profile of the U.S.-Mtxico Borderlands reveals the

presence of many factors which contribute to economic poverty, but it provides

few flues' as towhat programs might be feasible to reverse the trends of border

poverty. The major sources of alaalyzed data from the U.S. and Mexican.Census

-give general background trends from 1950 and 1960 with only selective information
0-

available for 19706 (Beegle et 1.,1960; Brdwning and McLemore, 1964; Skrabanek

-841010 .



and Upham, 1974). Generally, the Mexican ana American Borderlands arp atypical
. .

.y
of their respec4ve nations, even mores° in border area itself. But whereasn

the American border contains an area with a much higher settration,Of poverty than

'

elsewhere iwthe Borderland or the nation,.in Mexico poverty decreases somewhat as

the jurisdictions in close proximit' to the international boundary axe compared
o

with the rest of the nation.

The six Mexican border states have a'larger proportion of, their total ,

03opdlation under the age of 0 than da . the American 'border states: ,

Likewise, the fertility ratios in Mexico are much higher than in the American

Borderland. Mexico Maintaina high national illiteracy rate wherein one-fourth

of its poptilation are classified as illiterate.. In comparison, the Mexican

border municipios have a Much lower illiterady level than their states and'the

national Average. And altholigh the Mexican border area has a greater proportion'

of its residents inthe age bracket of 20-40 years, it has a lower, fertility rate

than the Mexican Borderlands as a whole.

The average family income is extremely low throughout Mexico. In 1960,
- ,

'more than 77 'per cent.of the national population reported an annual family

income of $80 (U.S. dollars) or less (Corwin, 1973:574) /but a,re9ent study of.*

Cd. Juarez and its environs revealed a reported family income in,..the suburbs

(Colonies) above the national level and for the municipioitself a higher

level than both the national levels- and its colonies. As seen in Table 2,

[Table 2 about here]

42 percent of all Mexican families Itad yearly kamily incomes under $500.(U.S.-

dolla±s) whereas half as many in Cd. Ju6rez and surrounding areas lived as

poorly. This overall prosperity pattern of northern Mexican states and es-
.,

pecially t border municipios continues to lead that nation's accelerated

fJ. driye toward industrialization and economic development. And-the traditionsl

er extremes of income and educational leveli in that.country, though still very

prominent inthe-social and economic structures, are beginning to weaken and

the emergence of a more broadly based Middle class IS clearly emerging.

Even a superficial glance at the demographic composition 'of the American

Borderland produces some overall patterns. In the higher levels of income,

education and occupational prestige are; found Anglo Americans in disproportionate

numbers, while at the bottom levels of the pyramids are found heavy concen-

trations of Amerindians, Iexican Americans and Black Americans. But signi,

ficantly different from the patterns in the Mexican Borderland, on the.U.'S.

side the four'bordertstates haVe lower average income and educational attainv

:merit as a region than the nation as a whole, and as one approaChes the inter,
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national border these averages become even. lower still. Hence., the Mexican..

border has less poverty than its border states orqiation whereas the American

border has far,more poverty thah its,border states or its nation!

Beginning with the 1950 U4..Census, the data for Spanish surname Americans

were published separately. The most thorough demographic analysis, of every

county an& its Mexican equivalent throughout the Mexican and AmericanBOrderlands.

was completed by seholarsassOitiated with:the Carnegie'iorder 'Project at
r

Michigan State University (Beegle',et al.,. 1960).. Having Summarized the data

forthe Mexican Borderland, we turn now to.the'American 'Borderland region

with special interest n the comp 'Americans and Spanish

surname Populations of this area.
) v hful

The Spanish surname population is extreme1M---_--as compared ,to thelL.S.

averages. Their fertility rate of-720 is very high when compared to .the Anglo

rate of 458. The Spanish surname-population has less formal education, has-
?

a lower median family income by one-quarter to one-half ofthe median income-

of Anglo families, and is more heavily concentrated 10 rural areas and agricultura

occupations. Except for the extensive urban migratiOn of the Spanish surname

population in these last twenty-five years and the conversion /from agriculture-

related emploYment to 'manual occupations in the urban environment '(in 1970.

the Spanish surname/language population was more than 80 percent urban-residents),

the ratios if not the actual percentages Have remained-surprisinaly unchanged

thrdughout most ofthe Borderland. The best gains in education level by Spanish

, surname people occured in the state of Colorado
7 with significant gains registered

.; also in California, but only. moderate to little'elseyhere.'

Browning and McLemore (1964:64-66) discussed -this:COntinued disparity

tween Spanish ,surname and Anglo Texans in terms of assimilation rates
8
which

are slowed appreciably in border counties with high concentrations of first

generation Mexican immigrants andother Spanish-speakring-residents. This

high ratio of Spanish surname families is thought to insulate them from

contact with Anglo families and the larger societyf.blunting their contact

and familiarity with the skills needed for econamicand social mobility.
,#

JUhlenberg (1972) compared the Spanish surname Amer±tans with Japanese Americans

to their successful economic and occupational ascent from tteir ielatively

'low 8ocio-economic position more than7half- Century ago. Both were visually

distinctive from the dominant'Anglo peoples, and. both had a mother tongue other

thanc4gnglis4. In four generations, the Japanese Americans had, "through late'

Marriage, limitations of t children per family, and having their family after

their career training -aS completed,risen to pear the top of the American

socio- economic pyramid. The Spanish surname population, on the other hand,



with a pattern of early marriage, high fertility. rates arid, because of .the

large dependency ratiollittle career training, remain concentrated iri the

lower socio-economic evels.

The present Borderland population is excessive for the employMent Opportuhi-

ties ptovided within the region. and with an extremely high, continuous fertility

AP
, -

. rate, the glut of overpopulation for the economic resources is readily apparent.
.

Outmigration is frequently 54gested as.the best possible solution to this

problem', but an intensive border research study, summarized this possible

Solution as folibws:

Emigration from the border areas.:. decreases the-pressureof poverty,

but is not enough to equalize its per capita incomes with the national

average. Nor willemigration_aione'accomplish that objective (ED.A.,.

1968:2)
.

Hansen and Gruben. (1971;113) found a considerable willingness, on the.part7of

young Mekican Americans (especially females) to leave south Texas onomi

opporfunities elsewhere. But of-those actually migrating krom

the area are males, especially young ones with a higher than average educe-

iional level-- those with the skills so urgently needed in any future

plans for border development.'

- Agrictrltural migrants emigrate from the bor r region as a family,, dropping

out of the migrant stream in the YakiMA valley, alt Lake City,or Denver,
0

Traverse City or Flint, or Lubbock. There they have some opportunities for

their children's education, but their previous life style has given them

little skill's for successful competition in middle class schools, and their

geographical relocation does 1141.6 to raise them from the poverty level.
0

As the border-research study Continued:

The disadvantaged border residents who do move away will become disad-

vdntaged urban slum residents unless their capabilities are raised to

permit them to enter the productive processes of the NationE.D.A.,

1968:2)

.
Empirical comparisons of Milwaukee Spariish-speaking childreEYAexico-born

and Texas-born immigrant children shows that those from Texas have the poorest

performance of all, the foreign bornMexicans a little better,, and stable,

local Milwaukee Spanish-speaking children the best by far (Matthiasson, 1968:44)

so apparently little is being done to raise border children's capabilities

accordingto this research and others like it.

What about relocating border Mexican American adults for occupational

opportunities elsewhere? Such a project attempted to relocate and train

outh Texas Mexican Americans to,work in Dallas industry. There was very
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.

little success among the "h;rd core" unemployed Of that. egion (Ruisink et al.,.

. 1969) anal% adults who became more materialistic and adopted More' middle class

social:characteriPticS became highly successful with the relocation (Ruisink
. (!.

and'Kleibrink, 1,970)". Inadverteritly,this researc/social action project

demonstrated that it ia far more profitable for industry t

xilborder area than to relocate industry in th t economically depresed regio

, .In sum, the Americah border econom ic growt rate is far b6fow the nationa

move `persons- from'

average. Unable to lure basic industries to the area with whic d build a

rgtt ,

stable economic base, the low income industries which are attr ed to the

.large reservoirs pf inexpensive labor perpetuate the low incomes of the regi

Even' the high outmigratioll rate cannot neutralize the giwowth rate from the

high fertility ratios. Economic growth in-the American border has'been dep
.

ant largely upon governmental exPendie4res-- initially military, then fader

non-military, and increasingly state and local-- a,perilous reliance upon the

'caprice' of buritalictatic spending cycles. This increased financial support from

the private sector combines one of the most rapid Ed)i rate areas with a popula-

tion least able to bear the taxation .because of the low.per capita income of the

border.o Without outside stimulation to the economy, or massive changes in the

prep resources and technology
9

,

/ there is little promise fox stable economic

growth' in the American BOrderland.

'Having l aid out the regional-resources and problems related to a deficient

.
./.

.

border economy, we
. now turn out attention to a more'detaiIed examination of the.

kinds of'poverty and the extent to which they are found in the Borderlands.

Real Poverty in the Borderlands

In the American Borderlands, real (or absolute) poverty as measured by

an annual family income below $3,000 is overly abundant. However, not all

states or areas within the states share it equally,,as shown in Table 3 below.

[Table 3 about here]

The.averagetof 19:8 percent of families- in the.Borderlands with ppverty'incomes

is signficantly different from the ratio of each state. For instance California

families in poverty is only 14.1, with Arizona,and New Mexico an intermediate 21:3

"5:and 24.4 percent respectively. -TeXas, with the greatest amount of p6verty of

44y Borderland state, has 28.8 percent,of its families. with poverty/incomes.

This has changed'little by 1971 when more than one-half of all poverty families

in the American Borderland were residents of TeXas. These 2.5 million Texans

4Constituted about 22 percent.of that state's total population .as compared to

the national level of but 13 percent(T.O.E.O., 1971;42) .

4
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NOt only; is poverty concentrated in some border states more than others,

bUt there are vastly different povertyaratiol within each state. As-one compares
4 4

.

the median family incomes within the Borderland etounti s, as one approaches the
.,

.
international border income levels decline sharply. Th, obvious reciprocal is.

,-, .- .

i-- .73 -

.- thatcpo rty ratios are much higher in border counties than throug4lout the state

gen/raily. Although the 1970 census indicates the median income.' of Teas families
(

tq'be $8,490 only $1,100 below the U.S. average of $9,490) yetmedialtinco4es
*.

<,

in TexaS border ounties are about Ae-thrd the U.S. averaPc.e. In Texas border

(

. J

counties, one in a.ve adults have no formal schooling while two-thirds of them

have completed less an 8 years, far below the Texas average which is below
,

.

the U.S. average. In 't e border, the unskilled occupational category,.the

ratio of low'incomes and igh unemployment rates complement the low educational

. -

Aevels,;_even more prevelant mong the rural folk than the urban but both living,

'`'
, submerged in a poverty-domina ed area. . .

Following the pAtern of poverty families,increaSing froCalifornia

Arizona New'Mexipo and to the high level in Texas are.the level of perSOnal

income statistics. Referting-back to' 1 (p _) it is clear that personal

income in San Diego the high of $3,149, shows'a levei,of real,pro perity ,

whereas the low personal income levels of the Texas border communi ies of

Laredo and McAllen reflect an anemic $1,250 and $1,379 respectively . A recent

news magazine article describingthe poverty conditions, in American cities

singled out bbrder centers for special conSidetation.

A Department of Commerce studyrecently named the McAllen metropolitan area

of Texas the.Poorest in America. Personal income per capita here is

$2,343 annually against a U.S. average of $4,49Z and a statewide figure

of $4,045. About 145 Miles to the west, Laredo ranks as the nation's

second-poorpst area. Per capita income: $2,516 a year. Fifty miles

to the east, Brownsville on, the Gulf of Mexico ranks third, with incomes

averaging out at $2,607 annually per person. Things-get even worse in rural

areas of south Texas; where income per capita in some isolated counties

runs as low as $1,300 a year (U.S.N., 1974:45)

Note that the perceptible dollar increase between the earlier 1966 personal '

income and 19.74 per capita income only managed to juggle the order of Texas

cities and their poverty, but still considered them at the very bottom of

the poverty barrel. And elsewhere along-the Texas border, the urban center of
*

El Paso ranks in the bottom 5 percent in per capita income among the 246 SMSA's

in the-United States. Real poverty is a permanent ingredient of border life!

Statistics,for the Mexican Borderlands arenot generally available and have
t L,

not,been analyzed and pubtished to the extent that those from the American

'-

1
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Borderland have beeii. But referring back to the information contained in
aa

Table,2,'real poverty is heaVily concentrated in the rural interior states

of Mexico,,decreases'in'Ale region of ,Mexico City, around Monterrfly anck one

.
0.. .

or ,two other industrial centers, and decreases in the states bordering the

,

-.

'United States-. Even lees poyertyexists closer to the international boundary.,
,..

-with real income being near the highest- in the nation in the northern urban'

,.
.

border municipios.
4

rnsarl"f2rptsing'a single economic standard of $3,000 family income per year; possibly

85-90-percent.of all Mexican families would fall in this'.categov; up to 98

. .

perclof the border *Roloriia families would receive this.sam clagsifiication:

'Real poverty is a way of life in Mexico. throughout the United States lesg
.--

.,
than one family inidive is classified(by annual incqq as a poverty. family:

. k .

\
. - \

This ratio. is higher in the American Borderland;,is,higheSt in Texas of all'
-

hprder states. IrE the border urban eommuni ies,:Poverty families. 'fare

at the Pacifi)c pc:last and increase to extre ely largeporportions of the total-
..

0 'community poPulationtoward the Gulf of.Mexlco.,

Now 4hat the 'existqnce.ofreal goiarty in the'BOrderlands, especially in,

r,i'

...-

the American4 border has.been document41, .the next
step in this analysis is to .

. $ ,,
w

determine whetdn it exists among all racial/ethnic populations ind scriminately
. ,

or whetherit is carefully ?egulated.so.as to vary widely between such groups.
. ,

Regulated Poverty in the .Borderlands

A surprise to many persons is ,the fact that the overwhelming number cf

poverty families in the Ameran Borderland is. Anglo 'American. in Table 4(beloq

hatnotetAt e high Percent °flail poverty families whith are Anglo'is a very high

77 percent in California, 62 percent in Atizona, 45 percent in New Mexico and

58 perc in Texasl Anglo fami iee account for about two-thirds of the poor

' famine in the Ameri,ean Borderland.

(Table 4 about here]

Although-at first.blush the data seem to indicate Borderlands poverty as

Anglo overty, it must <remembered that the overwhelming'BO'rderland population

is o and thaftgdrical superiority must be adjusted into a propOrtional

ratio for comparisons between racial/ethnic Borderland populations.- Returning

.',again to Table 4 in the column-showing the percent of poor within each ethnic/

fcial group, the.disproportionata level of poerty within the minority grou ps

becomes immediately evident. Proportionate to their 'percentage of the total'

.
Borderland population, Anibrindians, Mexican AtherlEans and ftatk Americans carry

two to three times more poverty families, percentagewise, than the Anglo families.



c

The per\cent of Anglo. families in poverty within each b

prisingl nsistent, with a narrow variation

order state' is sur

ranging from the 13 percent t

in California to a 21 percent high in Taxes. In contrast to. this are the,,/wide

variations of the minority families in poverty found among the various Stat6s.

ThuS, whereas California's Spani 11 surname Population tad but 19 percent of

,
their families with incomes low enough to be classified as living in poverty,

52'percdnt of Texast'Spanish surname fatilie lived on incomes below the poverty
....

line! The non-White category had similaructuations beteen the California

25 percent and the other three states ciustered near 57 percerit poverty for their

n9n-White families. The high Arizona and 1)T14 Mexico percentages refle('': cted the
,v

-.

,

. 14
fi..

large Amerindian populations -- some on'resertions-r who find in difficult to .

,

master the art of middle clasS' aducatjAon (Zntz, 1962) and who live. with. the
4 .

.
.

.

.

non -White

triple curse of poverty, dependency, and eninymity. 'In alifornie and Texas,_
. .

P.

e.

. the category reflects mostly the of Black Americana in the

)

.

largemetropolitan ghettoes and in the coup

Previously,

in the. Amerin

logical that if

state.

it waa .established that mor

Borderland resided in'the

regulated Pbvertylre pract
y. P

.

A 'fiery recent analysis off family media

1974) cOmparad these'with conditions a

-marked decrease in all categories of families whose incomes' fell below. V,000

but the relative disparity among the variou racial/ethnic categories was.very

ies of east Texas-respectively°.

than, one -half of all poverty_ families

:ate ,of- Texas. Therefore, it is only-

ced it would molikalVgegtilile

incomes in Texas (Skrabanek'and Upham,

ecade ago. This report found A

much as before. With this most recent data a find that only 12.4 percent of

whitelfamilies in Texas had poverty incomes whereas 32.7 percent pf Black American

and 31 perqent of Spanish language or surname famiiies remained in pov rty.

04

Barring the disc9very of alternate explanat ons for Anglo:Minor,ity po ty

ratio of. one-to-three, it might be*concluded that a concious regulatoy process

was in operation which selectively lifted one group from poverty while ignoring

the greater percentage of poor families in the minority categories.

When the analysis of Texas poverty shifts from percent of families to those

individuals living 4n poverty as-a percentage of the total population, the
4) .

minorities are even worse'off. In 1971, 22-Percent of the total_ Texas population

was living in poverty by HE standards. ,Of.,Ehese individuals, only 12.6 percent,

were Anglo while 45.3 pereen were Mexican Americans and 44 percentvere Blacks.
4

Even though Blacks and Mexican aAmericans ceount for only'29.4 percent of the

total population of Texas, together they account for 60 percent of its poor!
n., r.

1973t42).' Restating these conditions in terms of median family

-15-
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.

incomei"(in dollars), in 1970,theAnglo American income'in TexaS (0,490)-wth'

only 41,100 below the national average while the median income of Spanish

language.or surname and Black families. was $4,135 and-$4,069 below tile national
. .1

uavprage. Put another way, the 1970 median family income for Blacks and
.,, %

Mexican Americans in Texas is jlist over half the median income for all other
, :

families in America. Thfs= discrepancy is much too large o he h product of a

chance'or random variables10 Even the hope that these di paritied

.

might lessen

thbough I the years.is gone with the evalu4alion of the 196 -1970 trends. Rathdr*

th n the gap beween these groups narrowing, duri g.thi past decade these

differences have becoMe even more pronounced, Du ing t is period of tim ,
o

, 1

.

Anglo families gained an increased income of'0,6 1 ast ompared to the rise of
. ,

only $2,801 for non-White families in Texas. And .o it) seeds t.e regulation
i,"

'7,;f poverty in the border continues unabated.. .

, . .

By analyzing the characteristics of familiesa poverty is hoped that v

tills will yield some aims as to which factors aethe'most crucial in-producing,..'
%,..Y-

.

.arid therefore-reducingiyoverty. )3ecause of, the nu ber of aged couples, .single
.,

persons, widows oryidowers, or broken families, sge of families with .

.. ..
,

poverty incomes averages less than .non - poverty fa ies. Poverty' families are

disporportionatelyatypical. Moreover, these aty is.1 families iLre more

'frequent among the racial/ethnic minorities than .g the. members of the

dominant Anglo American group (Mittlebach and Marsha 1, 1966:6) whiCh might

partially account for 'the high poverty rates among them.' However, this: doeg not

explain the fact that when Black and Mexican American households which. were

headed by females were compared to Anglo female-headed households, they were

more than twice as likely to be poor! (T.0.E.0., 1973:42) These data conclude

that even When the factors associated with atyp401 family units are,controlled,

that the huge poverty disparity between Anglos and minorities remaixis constant.

A further examination of Texas residents in the poverty class revealed that

G

more than-half of the poverty-prone Individuals were either 65.1e6rs'of age or

over (18.6 percent of the poor) or under the age of 14 t33.7 percent of.the
.

poor). This again 'suggests the lack of financial support for the agecil'and atypi-

cal families (mostly minority gro4s) and the abnormally large numbet-of

poverty, families with many young children living under the weight of poverty.

It has become popular toe -Claim that most 'poverty peoples are unemployed

welfare cases living in leisure while those who support them worked long and

hard. It is therefore fitting to report that more jobs of the type presently

held by poverty peoplelft of little help in solving the problem. This report says:

-16-
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Over cane -third (38%) ofthe poor adults in'Texas were employed.

Another 31.1% were retired, so bout 70 percent of the Texas adult poor

and 90 percent of poor adult males were either retired or employed.

Among those not employed, 18.4 percent were seeking work. Of those

not seeking work, 88 percent were females. These .data suggest that

poverty in Texas is not likely to be reduced very much only by prpvidin

similar additional employment for the poor italics mine] (T.O.E.O.,

1973:42)

Or as Browning and Mkemore (1964:39) 'put it-- "in Texas unemployment is a

structural, not a cyclical problem." So that even those minorities who "

are currently employed are paid so little as to fall below the poverty

guidelines; a suspicious datum inasmuch as the basic legal minimum wage

scale should bring a person above the poverty level.

Thse-lower wages received by minorities are further reflected in the

occupational comparisons of Angles and MeXicanAmericans. In 1950 Mexican

Americans' Were underrepresented'in the higher paying professional category

by a 1:4 ratio; in laanagement,, 1:3; and'in white collar categories generally

.

by a 1:2 ratio. As expected, in the mantial occupations MeXican Americans

were heavily represented, and the farm worker category showed them outnumbering

Anglos 6 to 1 (Dotson, 1955:162). N.1960 (Fogel, 1965:20) the 17.6 peicent

Mexican Americans in urban non-tnual'occupations had risen only slightly to

.0 percent, and still rarely were,thesei4 ti; higher income, categories of

the on-manual occupations.

During the 1950-196G decade, an intensive study of occupational change

among Mexican Americans in two south Texas counties showed a striking decrease

in farm occupations (principally caused by the mechanization of agriculture)

and with the heavy migration to urban centerq, a change to nonfarm work.

However, their new-urban occupations did little to upgrade them or give them

any higher income. They were still heavily concentrated in the low.income

type of worker-- domesticsfserviCes and manual type work (Skrabanek and Rapton,

1966:15-18), and even the most recent summary of poverty and employment sees

little change from that old scenario (T.O.E.O., 1973).

' As occupational mobility raises a person's wage level above the poverty

level, so an tdequate background,inclUding formal education,should be the key

to occupational success. Grebler (1967

of minorities since the "schooling gap".

minorities, such as Mexican Americans,

-17-
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gives some hope to tuture'generations

prevalent between Anglos and select

decreasing between the.younger cohorts? -'
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But Texas, 4th among the 50 states in taxable wealth for school support and

claiming' to have'made great strides in minority education (Connally, '1967)

currently ranks 38th'in the actual expenditures per capita made to education.

Even more serious is that the-money was allocated to schools unevenly as the

report of Southwest education by the-Civil RightslCotimission shows.

On all four counts (State aid to local distriats;Troperty valuationt

within districts; rate of,taxation taithin districts; economic,

burden on Anglo or Mexican American 'citizens]°the predominaptly

Mexican American districts come out second best in comparisons with

r .

the-predominately Anglo districts . State aid does little to equalize

the disparities in revenue between-these school districts. As a conse-

quence,.the amount.of money spent for the education of many Chicano stu-

dents is.three-fifths'of that spent to educate Anglo children (U,S.C.C.R.,

1972:27) 1/4

an spite of inferior facilities or unequal educational opportunities, many

minority students somehow attain an dducational level which further qualifies c

them for upper status acCupationsand increased 'economic- rewards.. These minor-7

A

.itY' members would expect sibilar&reimbursement for their efforts as members of

the dominant, society with similar Credentials. To det4rmii"ne the "cost" in

lowered 'wages income which can be asdribed'to,minoritY.membershiN various

.reseafches compared Anglos and MexicavAmericanS with identical education

attainments and in:similar occupational categories.: In ;Texas, the incidence

of poverty at every level of edtcatioh, was greater for Blacks and Mexican

Americans than for Anglos(T.O.E.O.,°1973:42). A demographic comparison,of

Southwest urban residents; Spanish surname ,and.Anglo, concluded that even with

similar educational achievements the Spanish surname workers had lower incomes

.andid the Anglos (Scott, 1972:Table 11)

o measure what economic lossesin wages' would be incurred simply because

a person had been born a Mexican American,, Poston andAlvirez(1973),.measured

the income levels Of:AngloTand Mexican AmeriCans in the same occupational levels.

They concluded that this'ethnic group paid a dollar penalty of $900 each in

ower annual sal'aries. Williams et al.(1973) in a similar research project,
-.--..

upported tips contention of ethnic wage discrimination but claimed that of

the $3,500 income differential between Anglos and Spanish surname employees,

all of it except $320 could be attributed ta background and education-related
1.

factors. But whether the ethnic difference for similar qualifications is $300

disqriminatory
institutionalizedor $3;000 does not alter the fact that such/differences are I
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inAlirderlands economic systems, clearly'manifesting the pteSgnce of."rigged"

and regulated'pOlierty in this:region. .

In Mexico, the history of the Society of Castes-- an estate system fox

preseving Elites-- began with the Spanish conquest and continued through the

coldnization and independence periods'down to the present (Beals, 19651 MOrner,

1967; Cumberland, 1968). Although shifting from a taste to class'stratification

system during the early decades of this Century, intergenerational stability

and the maintenance of hereditary elites (and its corrollary, hereditary pov ty)

is still very strong even with the techndlogical upheavalS ot developing co

, .

( alAn, 1969). Iturriaga (1951) describe§ Mexican 'rural society as com

1 percent upper class, 2 percsat middle class and the remaining 97 being the

.
.

lower or class popular. His description of urban tlexico,.with its 1 percent

upper class, an expanded 23 percent middle class and the .remaining 76 percent

lower clash, corresponds to the conclusion of other. writers seeing increased

oppo4Unities for upward mobility (Gonzalez-Casanova, 19°65:65-73). 'Thus, the

4

historical leg icy of regulated.poverty in Mexico is only now undergoing some

2vislide
.'

mocteficatioris with Aexiianding middle class urban segment. But for the masses
,

of mobile families who are most likely to relocate in the. Mexican border area,

'overt 3/ is still regdlated, by the power elite and if ones parents live in poverty

there°is little chance of the next generation escaping its cluches..

In summary, Mexico's rather rigid Class system controls the intergenerational

legacy of poverty - from patents to children among the vast majority of border
- .

families. In the American Borderland, poverty is regulated by th4'dominant

Anglo society to the detriment of the minorities within their midst.

i

Relative Poverty in the Borderlands

Relative poverty is mainly an ascriptive term subjectively bestowed and

J
changing with the reference group, or comparative criteria employed. Thus, a'

family with an abnormally low economic income might perCeive non-material values,

as of greater impOrtance and consider itself rich by the measure of family co-

hesion, moral and spiritual strength, personal dignity o compliance to religious

laws and ceremonies. Likewise, a relative state of pove ty mi lit deal exclusive-

ly with economic indicators but yields differing results depending uponithose

persons with whom one compares his own degree of wellbeing. International and

,

interstate comparisons might also contain an element of relativity of income as
'.,

.

'

converted to purchasing power, 'regional or community cost of living index etc.
i

4

Large international corporations as well as government and military employees
,,

given overseas tours are enditled to "allowance adjustments" when their assign-
.

g

1

went carries them to an area with a relatively high cost-of-living level. These

are only a few of the relative poverty comparisons which might be undertak

-719-f 30 21:



For the consumer or tourist making purchases in the American border area,.

a poverty income becomes a highly elastic criterion unless it is cOnverted into

actual purchasing power. In low wage, low income areas, many, times the lower

labor costs create a much lower retail price for0locally produced products.

For example, a haircut costing $2.5.0 in El Paso might 'be obtained for less than,

$1 (U.S'. dollars) in Cd. Jugrez across the Rio Grande. Or fresh pineapples in

local American border stores priced at.49C each might sell for 4 or 5 for $1

(U.S.) in Mexiio. To further illustrate this point,olet us again analyze, the

1960, median family'incomes among the various border states and compare /his

to its relative buying power, labeled as' Effective Buying Income per Household

for 1966 (E.D.A., 1968:144, Table 11). One additional dimension'within this

comparison is the relative poverty reflected in median family income vs house-

hold buying power. The'highest median family income for all border states was
*

.

the $6,726 of California, ,the 'median range refle'cted by Arizona's'$5,568 and
1 L._

New Mexico's $4 371. Texas
,

was sustantially lower at $4,884, Now shifting our.

emphasis to the-level-of effective-E--ing income, California is still highest

With.$9,138 per household,followe y the remaining three states all within

$200 above or below the $7,500 figure. Although Texas placed extremely low

among the border states in media n family income, it was-ranked in a

three-way tie for second place in effective buying income per household. Is

this a-reflection of 'the relatively low cost of living in the border which would

significantly alter the meaning of low family income in that area? Or might it

re' -eal a data-handling bias of the U.S. Census inasmuch as their definitions for

a family unit might not 'coritspond to the functional household unit so prominent

-among the border ethnic/racial minorities? The real poverty, dl-gTerentially

borne by border minorities, could be as much a function of census determination of

"a family" as theabsollUte nortage of money fo,r purchasing family necessities.

Moreover, a"life quality standard-which takes into.consideration the economic

variations'irrtriaintaining it from regiOn to region might find a poverty income

sufficient to live comfortably at a minimal atandard in one location whereas an

income far above the poverty line might yeild-a lower life quality level in.an

area where the costs for basic necessities are substantially higher.

Another aspect to be considered-1,ft-assessing the relative nature of poverty

Tecomes clear when the issue is raised "...vresent undesirable economic conditions

(i.e. poverty level income) aa compared with what? During his research on the '

self-imagry of Mexican immigrants, as compared to second and later generation

Mexican Americans, Dworkin (1965) found that the first generation immigrant, the

_ecovsmic- refugee, was'much more satisfied with his current poverty conditions
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than was the second or laterfgeheratioR with more. affluence. .In comparing his

circumstances with his previousYprivations in 1.,Texico, hconsider,ed himself

economically affluent'by comparison. Thwever, -the succesSive generatlons shifted

their.criteria for the quality life to American-standardS, complete Vith the

American ream of financial success a la horatio Alger model. sAIthougk.better

'off financially than the immigraftt teneration, the second and later MeXican

Americans were relatively poorer because the American standards of success,

wealth and aspirations to achieve were far different.than the Mexican standards
,

used by the immigrant generation to measure their own economic circumstances.

It has'been said that in theland of the blind, the one -eyed man is King:

Nowhere.is this more applicable than in the Borderlands; A Mexican' mother -

living in a- Cd. Jugrez colonia suburb might be grateful to work as a live-in

doplestic in an El Paso home,for $25-30-per week. She is ableto hire a

"JUgrez maid" to care for her own family for this same period for one-third to
°

one-half of her own earnings. Such ,a wage would place the family in the teal

poverty category, but relative-to the maid wage scale in MeXico, this very low

wage by American standards enables her .,t6 raise her standard of living in the

4
o kr

Cd Jufirez colonic.

The mo e than 18,4100 U.S.,ditizens who live in. Mexico at much-loss cost

while crossing daily to%ork in the 'United States, expand their real income

considerably in terms of buying power and living standards of their families.

Likewise, the 40,-000 Mexican citizens permitted to commute daily to their work

in the United States (1967) though working for low re-al wages, were thrilled

at the high "relative wages" they were receiving. Even the illegal Mexican alien

whose plight is told by the mass media in terms of suffering and exploitation,

is relatively much better off working for wages below the legal minimum in U.S.

agriculture than to,do the same work in Mexico for far less money12 A case

history-of one family of illegal Mexicans which has resided in the United States

for more than a decade illustrates the complex problem of evalWing relative

%poverty.

"Penetrating the System..."13
,

Beto and Lupe, together' with their four small children, are illegal

-Mexican aliens (commonly 4eferred to as 'wetbacks'). For more thag a

decade now, Beto has supported his family by working in the U.S. as an
,

illegal alien, and during most of that time the entire family has resided

in this country with him. This is-a short summary of them, their sacrifices,

hopes and dreams.

BetecHernandez was the third child,in a family of thirteen children.

Born in Parral, Mexico, he moved with the family to Las Barras fsouthern part,

of Chihuahua) at the death of,11,i,A, father in 1961. Beto was 26 years old,
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;the time when hedropped out of School in the second grade, he had been a

field laborer of sheepherder; den working with his father. The economic'

pressures on his family.demanded that each 'child seek work as early as

practical; and for that reasio,,only three of the 13 children even

-completed la primaria.
4 -

(For his first work experience Beto'followede his father's occupation as

.

\

.

, . Sheepherder, later changing to- g-xfield.work and ultimately learning drive
.

'a tractor and other. mechanized farm equipment. While 'hin Mexico, is highest

wages were 18 pesos ($1:50 U:S. doll&rs) per day. So, when he had a chance

at age 18 to earn $10 a' day as aSracerp., he came to Eagle-Pass, Texas,
'

0 .
.

and worked there eight months. _After just four'months at home, he returned
,

.
.

,

.,again.as a bradero-- this time to the. Rdswell, New Mexico region--.- staying

-for 15 month. Prior to this last tour, he' had .asked Lupe Amaya to marry

him, and she had agreed .providing. that he would send money back frounhis

4
,

blcdro la 'rs and, await, return to marry her , They. were married .in.

!-,

1962 at the 'Church in SauCillo,Mexico, and-immediately moved to his

mother's recently vacated house and began to work the "family farm" plot.

Lupe Amaya, the fourth of .7 living children, was born during World. War

.
II and grew up in Saucillo, Mexico,. When Illut twelve years of age, her i

- ,

father died and her oldest brother assumed the financial responsibility

for the family, although he was but 19 years of age at the time. All members

of the family were obliged to find work and help support the other family

members. Mrs. Amaya took in washing and did ironing at home, earning/

24C _(U.S.) per dozen pieces. She had only a wood stove to heat her water

(\

and on which she kept hot her hand iron. Lupe completed la primaria and

then continued on for one more year when, at age 13, she found work at a

small neighborhood store {de aborotes) working from 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
0

Monday through Saturday. For these long hours she received a paltry $150

pesos ($12 U.S. dollars) per ,month at the beginning and even after six or

seven years experience had only raised her wages to $300 pesos a month.

She quit work to marry Beto and moved with him to his family's farm plot.

Her brother, who married and brought their wives into the Amaya household,.

were able to depart from the family only when the next youngest brother was

able to support the rest of the family financially. It.was a model of

family unity and sacrifice to see all contribute' to the family support

and that all but one of the seven children complatedtat least la,primaria.
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Yeats'before'Beto and Lupe set up their own household, Beth's older

brother, Radl, had worked as a bracer& at the Parralarma in Texas. :After

,,.

the.continpation of the bracero prdgram, he returned'againaa an illegal'

alien and-continued ah:a. farm-hand,. The farm.owners helped him to "get

his papers fixed " and he was'issued:a"Green Card "' to cross the border daily
_

as -a cOMMuter-workelaYthcalbhe resided on the. farm in:th06---U.,&. full time.

..Soon his wife joined.him and her'papers\were als6.0xed. As Rat.11 worked,

hard and had. more years at the fgrM, he was given mere responsibility and

a htgher income. .4s. the foremen ,and boSses abOVehim left for higher .pAyin

jobs else*h6re, eventually Raid beCame the to omen on thesprawling

,' Parra Fa'rMS.

Meanwhile; teto and Lupe were not /having any success on the small family

plot in Saucillo. Beto's mother, wholad moved to Cd. Jugxez, suggested to

Beto that he'tothe up to the border (la frontera) where his brother could get

m a job as a farm hand in the U.S. In 1964 he came.

Be was'spiritad across theriver to the_Barra Farms by his brother.

But Rata was unable to get Beto's ,papers'"fixed".because the current "Green

Card" quot was exhausted. If Beto remained it would have to be as an

illegal'alien, which' he did.. He lived on the farm, working only one or two

days per week as work was available. Even this part-time work paid him
./

more real income than he received Mexico working a full seven days a week!

Within a few months he saved enough money to bring Lupe and his childreR

to Cd. Jugrez to live with his mother, where he could commute on weekends -by.

j
"crossing the river." After three years, he was able to relocate all of his

family in o a one room adobe house in a small Mexican hamlet directly across

from the farmland,wflich he worked. Doe year later he had enough steady work

to where the farm owners allowed him to bring his entire family across to

live in a large one room adobe house located right on the Parra Farms themselv:.

When Beto began working for the Parra Farms eleven years ago, he was paid

$,80 per hour (U.S.)P His family lived in the adobe room Which had running

Water and electricity but no bathroom. Now, nearly a dozen years later, they

still live there with their two-burner camp stove, small table and four °

chairs, three twin beds and an "outhouse" nearby. To thin- "furnished house"

they have added an electric refrigerator and a TV set, and the old 1966 Ford

parked in front belongs to them!

He pay6 no income tax nor social security so that his present $1.60 per

hours is all net income. With this farm shifting Its major emphasis from

cotton to pecan orchards; he has acquired valuable skills in the grafting,

pruning and care of the trees and of the harvested pecans. He is a well
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traindd, essential part of the farm's labor force. He has security, and

is far:qietter oYthan his friends who, remained .behind in Mexico. It does

not trpuble him that he does not live At the same. 1117xury levelvas the.

American families who reside in this same ge ralarea; only that there is

asteady income and educay_on for hi, childr n.

When they first arrived, the only"family recre tion available was to

t

walk-around the 'farm or to visit with' Emil 4nd his,wife Cecilia, or the

other.farm laborer families: But after liy ng here some years, Beto was

able to,establiSh credit at an El Paso department store (assisted by the

farm.offiCials who co-signed with him) and was 'able to purchase a refriger
.

atOr on a time schedule of low monthly payments.' When this aspaid for,

.they'purchased a television set, np then an.autotobile! While struggling

in Mexico during those earliest ye 's of Married ',life, never in their

wildest dreams did they im4ine being ableto take a ride in,a car when

they chose, or to drive it, to say nothing of being the proud owner of a

1966 model used car. Now they are able to take their children to the parks

in nearby communities. From time to time they drive to El Paso and see a

drive-in movie, and on Sundays the family gets in the car and drives to the

house of friends in. surrounding areas. They consider Ihemselys rich; !and

in a relative sense-, they are!

Although the real income Of Beto and Lupe falls far below the poverty lelfet as

measured by current indices, their comparative wealth in relationship to their

status,in Mexico borders on, luxdrious.livins. This indicates that real and

relative wealth may hot be components of the same economic system and thexefore-A,

cannot be conceptually analyzed as ',a single phenomenon.

If the border economic system, a$ suggested, does indeed divide up scarcity,

then the practice of sharing border income with alien labor diminishes that por-
* »,t

tion for citizen income. Tocontinue-the open border means the sharing of bor-
,

Kier poverty with Mexican border residents which tends to raise the Mexican median

family income while reducing it for AmTrican residents. On the other hand, to,

close the border completely would erase the relative advantages which attract

tourists and buSinesses engaged in "free zone trade" and thus lower the already

Iow economic base of the region. So whether these relative aspects of poverty

are -or are not dysfunctiOnal for maintaining a minimum quality of life for border

residents, especially minorities, these differing, relative standards for

determining what poverty is and to what extent it flourishes abound in the

lands.
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During the period when the Great Society social action programs were inaugum
\

rated (which first established the formal econdmic guidelines for identifying

"povertx in America") much stress was placed on informational programs to make

the poverty failies aware of their plight. For some of the older citizens

whose struggle for survival extended back into the Great Depression of the

1930's,' today's poverty did not seem as alarming as for those who had not had

those experiences. ,In earlier days it was a foregone conclusion that there had

alwayh been poor families in every, society, even our own,, AM it was also possible

that we might always'have the poor with us. But with the War onjoiyerty and

related programs, poverty families were made to believe that poverty need not

be tolerated in America; that there was muchevidence of wealth and affluence

among other families all about them, and that the American creed guaranteed an

equal right to a better education and' a higher in-come in a respectable occupation.

These families were still in economic difficulty but were no longer content with

their present economic conditions.

This change is awareness,is accompanied by drastic changes in the criteria

used to identify and-measuring the degree of suffering brought about by poverty.

Hence, relative deprivation becomes thought of as relative deprivation, possibly

a new monster created as a latent consequence of the social experiments of the

recent past. When.persons tegin'to measure poverty in terms of their relative

standing with others, invidious comparisons can always be made with those who

currently have A higher income. As measured by this relative standard, all

American families except,the'one at the top, are poor. Even if every family in

America were made millionaires by lagisrative action, compared withthe few multi-

millionaires in their m4dst, all would be relatively poor. The only conclusion,

to belmade,from this discussion relative poverty is, then, .that relative poverty

in America will never beoerradicaled as long as any family or person possesses

any item, service or opportunity not immediately accessible to all others.

Therefore, in policy terms, it might be more proptions for those concerned with

human welfare in the Borderlands to disengage themselves from feeding the insatiable

appetite of relative poverty and, instead, direct theiroenergies-toward the

possible solUtions for real and regulated poverty in this region.
xis

.
ti

0
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a. Summary of Findings

As a region,, the U.S.-)Mexico Borderlands is poverty-prone. Currenely,

° the U.S. Borderland has an extremely narrow economic base and is poorly suited
. / c

.

o attract basic industry which would help to broaden it. At present:with the'
,,_

arge reservoirs of unskilled labor, the regi6n attractsthe low wage industries

that do little to increase wages or to built up tnvestment capital. So without

outside stimulation, the American Borderland has a perennial economic problem.

The high fertility rate of the area results in a high dependency ratio which is

only slightly lessened by out-migration.\_ The major economic growth within the .

region in recent years has been expenditures in the public sector, initially more

at the federal level, but now increasingly more state and local funds. However,

dependarky on government spending'and its other major economic asset, tourism,

produces a very capricious and unstable bLe for healthy economic growth.

The American Nrderland is saturated with real poverty, the majority of

which is located in the state of Texas. Poverty families are fewest in California

and'inerease steadily toward-the lower Texas valley. Moreover, the density of

poverty families increases in the county jurisdictions adjacent to the inter-

,

,national boundary. The Mexican Borderland also contains a great number of

poverty families although poverty is more extreme in Mexico's interior and becomes

less toward the U.S. border area northward.

Our aata strongly support the existence of regulated poverty, that is, the

pattern of poverty being disproportionately found.among the racial/ethnic minor-,

ities of the region. Even those minorities witheqdal formal, education and

occupational skills of their Anglo cohorts are paid less for doing the same work.

This aspect of regulated poverty, or economic discrimination, appears to be so

deeply institutionalized as to be invulnerable to-legislation and admir&trative

regulations. Although better/ educational opportunities appear to be the hope

for the future of these minority youth, even current expenditures 7used more

to assist Avglo education than that of Mexican AAer

and

or BlaCks or Amerindians.
a

While Mexico has perpetuated its caste society of elites and poor nd cdrrently

continuesit through socio-economic inheritanCe of one's parents, in the American

Borderland poverty is regulated accorAng to racial and ethnic differences.

Relative poverty exists in the Borderlandp as it does everywhere. The new

Mexican immigrant is grateful for his newly found, wealth (a poverty U.S. lifestyle)

relative to what he had to look forward to\in his former nation. Second-gene tion

immigrants, using American standards for the quality of life they enjoy, are

dissatisfied and relatively deprived according to what they see"about them and

what they hilve been told, to expect. Also the War on Poverty' program has caused
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the less fortunate families of our society to be aware of their plight and to

demand better opporunities for economic betterment. But it seems that there

will be 'relativelpoverty.as long as one person does nob have everything which
7

all other persons have, and is aware of his relative shortage, and labels it

poverty!

Whereas poor Mexican citizens find an economic haven in thedUnited States

(even coming.here illegally) compared to thdopportunities and wages in their,

own country, they raise their standard of living apparently at the expense of

the U.S. border resident, especially the unemployed, unskilled minority family

living on the border. However, since the extensive trade. with neighboring

Mexico produces a great deal of.the border wealth, the border cannot be closed

v.e7 without severe economic repercussions;

In*general terms; this study encouragei policy-makers to avoid expending

time, energies and legistive sleight-of-hand to remove relative poverty

with its insatiable kleidescope of new wants and needs, and to instead qpncen-

trate their efforts on reducing real poverty. A major focus in the American

.

Borderland should_ba to remove the factors which produce and perpetuate

regulated poverty. so that minority AMericans of that region w'll not have to

.

.

,
R. A.)

pay indirectly for the affluence of the other residents of the region.
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FOOTNOTES

* 'This is a revised and expanded version of a paper presented at the Rural
en

Sociological Society annual meeting, San Francisco; August 1975.

1- See'the definitive discussions in StOddard (1974:17-20;'1975b:' Introduction to

Borderlands Symposium). Also American borderlarid delimited (Nostrand, 1970),

described as a "border belt" of poverty (Galarza, 1972:267-269), and treated

as a distinct region by many historians, geographers aRa social science

scholars.

2- The six Mexican states are: Baja California (norte), Sonora, Chihuahua,

Coahuila, Nuevo Le6n and Tamaulipas,: The four American states are: California,

Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. These t Borderland regions form a natural

laboratory for cross-cultural research (see oddard, 1969)

3- The "twin plant" concept is a lure to American- orporat-ons looking for

0 .

,

large numbers of inexpensive ybrkers for hand-as ioblv. erations and the

like. Two plants are established in twin border cities to shuttle the products

to Mexico for assembly and baektotheMTS-.-folcompler-1.-en-Rncls14.pping_without

4., being assessed import-export.duties(For critique, see Calder6n, 1973)

4- For background oh CODAF,aridoitssdeiise, see E.D.A.( 1968:11-15) and Stoddard

(1973a:234). An overview of the Mexican BorderIndustrial prgiram end its

. "impact on the U.S. is found,in-Evans (1972) and James and Evans (1974).

5- For a list of the border twingities, sea Stoddar1974:49-50, footnote 5.)

6- LAt minute bureaucratic\changes in the 1970 U.S. Census procedures made
the

measuremept andanalysis of Spanfah surnam data more d fficult by using

different criteria from the 1950 and 1960 definitions (Helfindez

;1973). As a practicalmatter, the raw data tapes for qieanish language and

surname populations were becoming available far demographic analysis as late
complete

as mid-1974. Therefore, ehe more/1960 data for border counties and states

_ in the Borderlands region were used and-specific, fragmented 1970 data

From,.
furnished any changes A ale earlier trends.

4

'7- Census dat,a on,Apanish surname Americans are kept in five states-- the four

border, states and Colorado. Although this minority' group in Colorado is a

very significant population of that state, Colorado was excluded from this.

border analysis because its territorial'houndaries do not extend to the

international border>

8- Although the.assimilation mddel has been a popular. approach for the dominant

sodle.ty to use in setting forth minority betterment programs, the new ethnic
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emphasis on cultural identity and autonomy formulated during the minority

and°Civil°Rights movements of the 1950-1960 era eschews assimilation as the

only feasible means for achieving upward mobility (see Porfes 1974b)

9- Our_nation is, at a critical poinl in energy consumption and alternate energy

sources. Should a scientific breakthrough make fusion a viable source of

inexpensive power, or if vast oil deposits in Mexico would transform that

countpy into a major economic. World power with a family income equal to that

of the United States, he entire border situation would show enormous changes.

If,a major national water-projeMT.0 bring Columbia basin or Mississippi

river water into the parched Southwest, the industrial growth of the area

would be assured. Technological breakthroughs in solar power, a plentiful

Southwest commodity, could bring new dimensions to the Borderlands. But,

these pre long shots at best. Realistically none of the above will alter

the relatiVe poverty of the border or its inability to attract industry.

10- Although Texas_ has been singled out frL the other border states for, more

intensive poverty'analyses, a cursory visual comparison of the percentage

of --fipl.mLsh surname Ina. border county population with its percentage of poverty

in that group (Table 3) shows that this pattern holdstrue in other states

as well, in their border counties.

11- The optimistic reportA of a trend toward closing the "schooling gap" among the

various Southwest ethnic groups are hardly borne out by incomplete 1970 data.
4

In the U.S. as a whole, adults completed 12.1 years of formal education;

Texans only slightly less at 11.9. Tekas Negro adults completed 9.6 years

while the Spanish language or surname category trailed tit 7.3 years. The

average increase of adult Texans in formal schooling completed rose by 1.2

years from 196b to 1970, but the increases of minorities were similar, thus

maintaining the "schooling gap" relatively unchanged during this past decade

of intense minority education and social action programs (Skrabanek and Upham,
.

1974:26-27).

12- Although the illegal Mexican alien,as an.ecOnomic refugee
o (Fragomen, 1973) can

better himself financially in the United States, and is openly encouraged and

o
<-,7

protected by border institutions (Stoddard, 1975a), his presenpe creates a

moral di6mma of conformity to taw as well being an'economic and identity
SPiQdr,19/ 70).

anathema'to Mexican Americans on the border Briggs, 1974; Bustamente, 1912;

During periods of economic growth in the U.S., illegal Mexican labor is en-

.

couraged (Senora, 1971) but as thefull cycle of economic downturn emerges,

politically popular legislative codes are enacted. to curta'il.the problem (Rail

and Wenk, 1971) and after economic revival, they will be welcomed back again.'
,-0
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13- This is an excerp fro a case study I. wrote for publication in Arthur F.

Corwin (ed) Nexica Labor and Settlement in the United States-Vol. II

,(1940-1970) and is included here with his permission. Its complete title is:

"Penetrating the System: A Case Study of a Mexican Family Residing in

the United State as Illegal Aliens".
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Table 1

Personal Inccme of Border SMSA Residents,

as Earned from Set4ted Economic Sources (1960

Personal Income Level Economic Source of Personal Income (7)

SMSA
In $

% of U.S.
average

Manufac-
turing

Public
Sectora.

'.Agricul

ture Trade
c

San Diego 3,149 166 13.4 33.6

Tucson. 2,468 83 7.3 21.5

1_

El Paso
. .

Laredo

2,288

1,250

77.

42.

11.4

3.1

34.4

27.5 7.8
20.1

McAllen '1,379 47 5.5 15.6 15.6 18.6

Brownsville 1 725 58 8.2 21.2 11.2 15:7

U.S. Average 2,658 -..100 ,24:3 13.0 1.1:S 13.6

0

a= includes miqtary,
b= Tucson and-El Paso
c= Includes wholesale

state atd local government
would be affected;indirectly_by agriculture beyond'the SMSA

and retail

Source:, E.D.A., 1968:60-61
414D
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Table 2

Percentage of Families Earning Various Levels of Annugl Income

for Mexico, Cd. Juarez and Cd. Juarez Suburb (1970-1971)
4

Annual Family Income(dollars)4

Percentage of Families in Income lietel

Mexico Cd. Juarez Cd Juarez Suburb

Up to $499 liZ 21 19

$500-1,499 35 54 75

$1,500-9,999 13 24 6

$10,000 or more 10 1 -

a= approximated from monthly income in Pesos.

Sdurce: Ugalcle, 1974:32, Table 14 (modified)

ts
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Table. 3

Percentage of Families Accordingto Income Class

by County, U.S.- Mexico Border (1960)

Z of poviiiation .Percentase of Families earning-
i with

State: COunty (Urban Area) Spanish surname Under $3,004r $6,000- 60,000

c'
$3,000 5,999. 9,999 & over

California: 8.0

6.3
33.1

19.5

San Diego (San Diego)
Imperial(E1 Centro/Calexico)

Arizona:

Yuma (Yuma) 20.1

Pima 16.7

Santa Cruz (Nogales) :., 57.6 '

Cochise (Bisbee/DouglaM 25.0
-.)

New Mexico: 18.1

Hidalgo 40.0a

Grant 47.2

Luna 34.4-

Dona Ana 42.1

Texas: 58.8

El Paso (El Paso) .
43.6

Hudspeth 66.0a

Culberson 40.0
a

Jeff Davis 55 ;0a

Presidio 49:4

Brewster, 42.6

Terrell 51.0
a

Val Verde (Del Rio) 44.2

Kinhey 53.0
a

Maverick (Eagle Pass) 77.6

Webb (Laredo) 79.90

Zapata 74.8

Starr 88.7

Hidalgo (McAllen) 71.4

Cameron(Brownsville/Harligton) 61.0

Regional Total (4 border states) 27.8

U.S. Total

14.1 27.5 36.6 21.8

15.1 28;6 36.2 20.1

21.0 35.0 28.6 1504

21.3 34.1 30.2 14.4

20.2 37.4 28.8 13.6

18.5 35.7 30.9 15.0

30.4 35.5 21.9 12.1

22.0 41.2 26.6 10.3
.

24.4 32.6 28.6 14".3

28.5 37.5 23.4 10.6

24.7 43.6 23.9 7.8

32.7 38.5 19.6 9.2

25.4 35.7 25.4 13.5

28.8 33.7 25.8 11.8

22.0 38.2 27.0 12.7.

32.5 36.2 '23.0 8.3

29.4 45.4 17.8 7.4

34.5 41.8 16.3 7.3

28.13 33.8 19.1 8.8

35.3 39.5 16.6 8e6

34.2 25.3 21.4 19.1

37.3 35.3 16:7 16.7

43.4 29.7 12.6 14.3

58.0 26..6 11.2 4.1.

50.8 30.4 13.2 5.6

65.5 22.0 9.9 2.6

71.4 17.0 9.1 2.5

53.8 26.0 13.7 6.5

57.3 29.8 6.9
)

16.0

21.4 32.8 30e8 15.1

a= 1960 data not available, estimate from 1950 data

Soui.ce: E.D.A., 1968: Tables 4,12(revised)
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Table 4

Pdverty Families,1 .
in Various Population Groups'

in Four Southwest Border States (1960)

,/

State Population
Totals, ethnic
categories

FamilieS with POverty Incomes (number and percent).
Poor'of group as
percent of all pcior

Total number
of'families

Percent of poor
in each group-.

California :,

3,991,500Total, all families
Total-poor families 562,7107 14.1 100.0.

-Anglo 435,849 12.8' 77.4

-:Spanish' surname 58.,256 19.1 10.4

-NOn-Whitea 68,605 24.8 12.2

Arizona:. °

Total- all families 312,036

Total -poor families 66,345 '21.3 100.0

7.Anglo'', 41,155 16.4 62.0

-Spanish sHrnaMe' 11,31? °.
30.8 17.1

-Ron-White 13,878 57.8 20.9

New Mexico:
O

, .

Total- all families 221,951''

Total-poor families 54,180 24.4 100.0

-Anglo 24,083 15.6 , 44.5

-Spanish syrname 22,555 41.5 41.6

-Non-White `7,542 56.3 13.9

Tdxas:

Total- all families 2,392,564

Total-pOor families 687965 28.8^ -100.0

-Anglo -395,598 21.3 57.5

-Spanish surname .139,663N 51.6 - 20.3

-Non-Whitea 152,704 57.7 22.2

Borderland Region:-
o ,

Total- all families 6,918,051,

Total-poor families 1,371,200 19.8

9

1= Under $3,000 annual family income in 1959

a= Chiefly Blacks but inclualng all Other non-White minorities

b= Chiefly Amerindians but including all other non -White minorities

Source: Mittlebach and Marshall; 1966:-Table 6 (revised)
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